Environmental, Health, Safety & Security Committee Meeting

AGENDA

SEPTEMBER 22-23, 2020

Due to the ongoing impacts of the coronavirus pandemic, ILTA has decided to conduct the Fall 2020 EHS&S meeting as series of virtual meetings on September 22-23.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22; 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. ET

EHS&S MEETING

* Mike Santee, CITGO Petroleum | EHS&S Committee Chair

9:00 a.m. Committee Meeting Convenes

- Welcome and Introductions
- Antitrust Compliance Reminder
- Adoption of Minutes of September 2019 Meeting

9:05 a.m. Update on ILTA Conference and Trade Show – November 16-18 in Houston, TX

* Kathryn Clay, ILTA

9:15 a.m. Government Affairs Update

* Andrew Wright & Peter Lidiak, ILTA

Mr. Wright will provide an update on Congressional activities and national politics, including the upcoming elections. Mr. Lidiak will give an update on new and ongoing regulatory issues.

9:45 a.m. EHS&S Roundtable Discussion

* Mike Santee

Mr. Santee will lead a discussion about how member companies are managing their EHS&S programs during the Coronavirus pandemic and company experiences on return to work following the first wave.
ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS

Jay Leduc, Sprague & Keith Ocheski, Buckeye | Environmental Subcommittee Co-Chairs

10:00 a.m.  **Virtual Demo of FLIR Systems' new emissions quantification tool**
Mark Fishburn, FLIR Systems

Mr. Leduc and Mr. Fishburn will report on a demo of FLIR’s infrared video technologies and its new quantification module.

10:45 a.m.  **Review of Ongoing Environmental Regulations and Legislation**

An update and discussion on ongoing environmental regulations, legislation and inspection activity relevant to ILTA terminal members. Participants are urged to come prepared to discuss how these issues are impacting their operations. Issues include:

- ASTM D 2879 and estimating emissions from heated heavy oils
- AP-42 Chapter 7 – what are states doing
- Review of ILTA regulatory tracking table for the ILTA EHS&S Committee
- EPA Fuels Streamlining Proposal
- Risk assessment/toxics modeling

11:20 a.m.  **Environmental Trend Analysis**

Discussion of regulatory and policy topics. In addition to the topics listed below, members are encouraged to raise issues pertinent to their companies.

- NSPS Kb and WW; EPA engagement on alternative monitoring plans for in-service inspections of floating roofs
- PFAS: EPA actions and local laws banning the purchase/use of polyfluorinated foams, TRI, and proposed/existing legislation; LASTFIRE
- Air inspections and enforcement by EPA Regions and states; discussion on FLIR camera inspections by EPA and States
- Climate Change; coastal resiliency analysis; low carbon fuels
- Repurposing tanks during high demand
- MSGP
- Odor complaints; vapor recovery is not an odor mitigation strategy
- Industry Associations (i.e., IFTOA, API/CELE, Asphalt Institute, STOC-EXPO)

12:00 p.m.  **Adjourn**
HEALTH AND SAFETY TOPICS

Mike Dupuis, Motiva | Health and Safety Subcommittee Chair

2:00 p.m.   Safe Access and Egress from Barge to Dock
Jim Fletcher, Team Services and AWO Subcommittee on Tankering and Barge Ops.
Brian Bailey, AWO

AWO will give an update on their barge-to-dock safety protocol and we will discuss a joint initiative to roll it out to our respective members.

2:45 p.m.   Safety Survey Updates

The subcommittee will discuss recommended updates to the annual ILTA Safety Survey.

3:15 p.m.   Health & Safety Roundtable

Mr. Dupuis will facilitate a discussion among subcommittee members on current health & safety regulatory and policy topics. Members are encouraged to raise issues pertinent to their companies.

Topic Suggestion:

- COVID-19 Response
- Proposed OSHA citations at TPC-Port Neches
- COVID safety during incidents
- RMP implementation and rescission of the 2017 amendments

4:00 p.m.   Adjourn
WEDNESDAY, September 23; 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. ET

10:00 a.m.  Presentation on Foam Research – LASTFIRE  
Niall Ramsden, LASTFire

Mr. Ramsden will discuss the research conducted by Lastfire to address concerns over the use of PFAS-based AFFFs. The current focus is on assessing the performance of new generation foams, including C6 and Fluorine Free foams, that are being introduced due to the concerns of environmental effects of those used previously.

11:00 a.m.  Trade Wars, Climate Regulations and Great Power Rivalry (Energy Markets in a World Rearranging)  
Samuel Ciszuk, Founding Partner of ELS Analysis

World powers are re-positioning themselves and the international environment will be changing for some time, a process only rushed further on by the COVID-19 pandemic. New regulations will be driving business strategies and result in change throughout the energy industry. Trade wars and protectionism are causing fragmentation of markets and are a disincentive to new investment in capital projects. Energy businesses will have to stay global, managing increased unpredictability and regulatory risks.

WEDNESDAY, September 23; 2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. ET

SECURITY TOPICS  
Jerry Jerdine, Ergon Inc. | Security Subcommittee Chair

2:00 p.m.  Welcome and Introductions  
Jerry Jerdine

GUEST SPEAKERS

2:10 p.m.  Current Cyber Threat Landscape  
John Felker, CISA

Mr. Felker is the Assistant Director for the Integrated Operations Division at CISA. He will discuss the current cyber threat environment for critical infrastructure and what the private and public sectors are doing to mitigate cyber risks in the IT and OT environments.
2:40 p.m.  
**Current State of Pipeline Security**  
Ray Reese, TSA

Mr. Reese recently joined TSA’s Surface Operations Office as the Pipeline Security Program Manager. He has more than 30 years of experience in corporate security and safety management, including more than 14 years as Colonial Pipeline’s Corporate Security Director. He will discuss the current state of pipeline security in the U.S. and abroad and the threats that pipelines and connected terminals face in today’s environment.

3:10 p.m.  
**Update on TWIC Reader Rule Implementation**  
Peter Lidiak, ILTA and **Steve Roberts**, Chemical Security Group

Given the USCG’s decision to move forward with implementation of the TWIC reader rule in May of 2023, ILTA has been working on a strategy with three goals: 1. Educate the membership on what the requirements of the regulation are, how they can minimize the cost of implementing the rule and how to work with the Coast Guard to get their modified plans approved; 2. Educate Coast Guard personnel about the challenges operators face and what Coast Guard guidance requires in evaluating security plans; and 3. Assist USCG HQ in evaluating the risks and effectiveness addressed by electronic scanning of TWICs to determine whether further action on the regulation is required.

3:50 p.m.  
**CFATS and MTSA Update**  
Steve Roberts, Chemical Security Group

Mr. Roberts will provide an update on the latest status on the CFATS program and the USCG Cyber NVIC. Mr. Roberts will also facilitate a discussion of how companies are implementing the seafarers access requirements that were finalized in 2019.

4:00 p.m.  
**Security Roundtable**  
Jerry Jerdine

Mr. Jerdine will lead a roundtable discussion of security issues members are facing. Issues to be discussed include:

- Leadership engagement  
- How security contributes to sustainability

4:30 p.m.  
**Meeting Adjourns**

TOPS is planned for 9/24 Starting at 9:00 a.m. ET.